Appreciation @ Work: Activity Sample
Objective: To identify how people would like to be appreciated and share this with colleagues
Time: 20 minutes
Material: Copy of the Appreciation @ Work Sheet for everyone, flipchart

Notes

E

While some people feel appreciated with responsibility, others feel dumped on. Being thanked can be experienced as
patronising. This activity gives everyone the opportunity to share their unique appreciation criteria. You may even
discover that some people have a low appreciation need score and feel over appreciated.

Procedure

5.

6.

Everyone in the team fills in the Appreciation @ Work Sheet.
People share their answers in groups of 3-4 and discuss how they need to be appreciated.
Convene the team and write team member’s names down the left hand side of the flipchart.
Record everyone’s need score (how important is it to feel appreciated by the team?) and the actual
score.
Review these scores with the team.
 Are we happy with these scores?
 What can we do about it?
 Would it be useful to have a team goal – everyone’s actual score to be within two points of need
score?
 Would it be useful if individuals circulated completed Appreciation @ Work Sheets so colleagues
will know how others need to be appreciated?
 Are there any team or personal goals we want to agree?
Record any Team or Personal Goals that have been agreed.
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Aim to get a lively discussion going and encourage people to say how they need to be appreciated by team members.
Set team goals e.g. everyone’s actual score to be within two points of their need score. It will be useful to set a review
date and a person responsible for organising the review activity.

The “Appreciation at Work” activity is part of An Even Better Place to Work TM (BP2W), the world's
first self-managed, on line (but not e-learning) culture and behaviour enhancing solution.
For details of more activities, please contact us at: info@mcconnonint.com
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